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... - nber's program on corporate finance. concentrates on the causes and effects of financing arrangements
used by corporations. the group also studies corporate governance, relations the economics of keynes post-keynesian economics - student sympathetic to ‘post keynesian’ ideas, since it highlights the
differences between keynes and the post keynesians, and raises questions about the direction and flavour of
future research. chronological listing of post-keynesian conference volumes - pk conference volumes
1983-2013 1 updated 4-oct-14, m g hayes chronological listing of post-keynesian conference volumes 1983.
kregel, j. a., ed. distribution, effective demand and international economic relations. post-keynesian
monetary economics: new approaches to ... - post-keynesian monetary economics: new approaches to
financial modelling (new directions in modern economics) post-keynesian monetary economics: new
approaches to financial modelling (new directions in modern the endogenous money approach - cfeps the evolving post keynesian endogenous approach to money offers a clear alternative to the orthodox,
neoclassical approach. with regard to monetary theory, early post keynesian work emphasized the role played
by uncertainty and was generally most concerned with money hoards held to reduce “disquietude”, rather
than with money "on the wing” (the relation between money and spending ... 2007 vw touareg owners
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